**Opus 149**
Tang Shiu Kin Secondary School Chapel
Hong Kong, China
2016
9 voices, 7 ranks, 375 pipes

**Manual I**
Manuals II and III are permanently coupled to Manual I.

**Manual II**
- Principal 8'
- Spire Flute 8'
- Flute 4'

**Manual III**
- Bourdon 8'
- Flute 4' (*alt. with Manual II*)
- Oboe 8'

**Pedal**
- Bourdon 16' (*façade*)
- Flute 8'
- Flute 4' (*ext. Flute 8*)

**Couplers**
- Manual II / Pedal
- Manual III / Pedal

The alternating stop (Manual Flute 4') has two stop knobs, one on Manual II and one on Manual III. This stop may be used in one division or the other, and simultaneously on Manual I.

Balanced Swell Pedal controlling all Manual pipework.

**Tremulant**

**Mechanical Key Action**

Manual keyboards, CC – c4, 61 notes, Pedalboard, CC-g1, 32 notes.

**Mechanical Stop Action**